Alliance Accomplishments:























Co-sponsors U.S. JOBS ACT “crowd-funding” support law modification to SEC regulations
Robert Gibbs, White House Staff: Terminated from position, under investigation
Eric Holder, U.S. Attorney General: Terminated from position, under investigation, charges
filed
Steven Chu, Secretary of Energy: Sued, terminated from position, under investigation
Solyndra, Inc, Kick-back company: FBI-raided, bankrupt, ceased operations, under
investigation
Tesla Motors, Kick-back company: Under investigation, charges filed
Lachlan Seward, Energy Department Funding Head: Sued, terminated from position, under
investigation
Erick Strickland, Head NHTSA: Terminated
Multiple public interest lawsuits, on behalf of public, aimed at anti-corruption exposure, filed in
State and federal courts and made public by order: Publicly filed
Full prosecution of one federal case which resulted in the U.S. Attorney General, and multiple
federal executives being forced from office in disgrace, for corruption
Full prosecution of one federal case, and the over-coming of a demand to seal the case and the
evidence, which resulted in the permanent public disclosure of the step-by-step corruption
activities undertaken by corrupt federal employees and the placement, in historical court
records, of their actions, for all of the public to view
The setting of multiple legal precedents, on behalf of the public
The creation of new laws and legal rulings, on behalf the public
The detailed public documentation of the kick-back and payola methods employed by the
corrupt public policy staff, in such a manner that millions of voters now know how their illegal
methods work and how to spot those attempts in future scams
The creation of novel new transparency technologies and the open-source distribution of
those technologies, globally, on behalf of the public, for free, non-commercial use.
The employment of former law enforcement and intelligence experts in order to support their
devotion to public services
The creation of a series of collaborative public/private task-forces
The launch of numerous new digital news and information resources
The creation and five year+ operation of a multi-hundred server Internet testing system to
investigate search engine targeting of victims by corrupt operators
Google, Inc., financing and lobbyist suspect: Charges filed, EU Investigation supported
And many more terminations and investigations. Check back, here, for updates...

